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Dear Alumni,
The end of the year is a humbling time as I reflect on the achievements
of our students, alumni, and the volume of connections made with so
many alumni through our programs and events over the past months.
One word comes to mind when I try to sum up 2017— growth.

Kristy Kotek
Director of Alumni Services

This year our AIU family grew as over 2,500 more degrees were
granted. It’s also been incredibly exciting for Alumni Services because
we welcomed Alumni Services Coordinator, Brittany Gundlach,
to the team.
More than ever, the AIU Alumni population has volunteered their time
to support our students and the university efforts this year. Together
we have positively impacted the student experience in so many ways.
This issue celebrates some of those successes. They are important.
The commitment our alumni have towards AIU makes a staggering
difference in the lives of our students, alumni, and university staff.
I, for one, am endlessly inspired by your dedication and support.
As we all look to a new year, I encourage you to amplify. Let your
curiosity and dreams bring forth the drive to achieve all that you
want to accomplish. You are capable. Go out there and shine!
Strengthening the bond between the university and our alumni is
always a priority. If you have suggestions or would like to share your
AIU story, please contact me at 847-851-5292 or kkotek@aiuniv.edu.
Sincerely,

Kristy Kotek
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Alumni Spotlight

Tony Fitzgerald III,

From Nursing Assistant to CEO: An Unconventional Journey
Not all successful people follow a linear path as they seek to achieve their career goals.
Sometimes, a person can reach great heights by forging a less traditional path.
Thomas Jefferson Fitzgerald III, known as Tony, has
one of those unique success stories. In June 2017, he
earned the top position at the U.S. Department of
Veterans Affairs Palo Alto Health Care System. As Chief
Executive Officer (CEO), he oversees an operating budget
of $1.1 billion, a $2.55 billion capital construction
portfolio, and 7,000 employees and volunteers. Most
importantly, the organization he runs provides wellbeing
and health care to 93,000 American veterans at 12
locations spread across 10 Congressional districts.
The prestige of his current position is in sharp contrast
to Tony’s humble early days as a federal health care
employee. In 1988, he began his career with a stint as
a nursing assistant. Later, he shifted to a position as a
housekeeping aide, and moved up to housekeeping
assistant general foreman. “I’m sure my success is
attributed to my unconventional journey,” he said.

“I learned early in life that if you want something, you
have to work hard to obtain it. I’ve always had a drive
to compete and achieve.”
Diversifying jobs proved a useful strategy for Tony.
It showed him how different aspects of the health care
system functioned, helped him build a wealth of
knowledge, and taught him skills which opened new
opportunities. “I never felt that any job was beneath me,”
he said of his early experiences. “I always volunteered for
stretch assignments, served on committees, asked many
questions, and participated in developmental training.”
His dedication and drive to succeed were rewarded, as he
moved into entry-level supervisory positions. But he
reached an impasse because he lacked a bachelor’s
degree, which made advancement into higher
level leadership positions unlikely.
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Tony could have been content with
what he’d achieved, but he aspired
to more. “I didn’t have the academic
degree needed to enhance my value
in the health care management
profession, so a degree was
needed to reach that goal.”
Once he’d made the decision to earn
his degree, Tony set out to find a
university which would meet his
needs. Like many students who
enroll in college during adulthood,
he needed a program with flexible
options for working students, since
taking a leave from his job was
impossible. He found that AIU
offered his chosen degree, and
provided a way to attend courses
virtually without disrupting his
work schedule.
In addition to his job responsibilities,
Tony also had a family to consider.
Maintaining balance between his
goals, and quality time with his wife,
teenage son, and college student
daughter was very important to
him. “I was a father, husband, and
full-time employee driving 200
miles a day round trip and could not
attend a traditional brick-and-mortar
university,” he explained. He knew
he’d need his family’s support to
help him weather the challenges of
full-time employment and going to
school. “AIU was definitely what I
needed,” he said. “The classes were
very flexible and they exceeded my
expectations. I found a way to have
work-life balance due to the generous
flexibility provided by AIU.”
Despite having confidence in
selecting AIU, Tony felt a twinge
of anxiety upon beginning his first
term. Nineteen years had elapsed
since he’d last been in a college
classroom, and he was embarking
on an approach to learning that was
entirely new to him. “I was very
nervous and worried about my

ability to adapt to taking courses
online,” he said.
But he didn’t just adapt, he thrived,
earning an A in his first class, which
created positive momentum as he
made progress towards his degree.
“After I conquered that first hurdle,”
he said, “I had additional confidence
and drive to complete the task
at hand.”
In 2008, Tony earned a Bachelors
of Business Administration with
a specialization in Healthcare
Management. His degree
represented his most tangible
takeaway from his higher education
experience, but he gained other
valuable skills which he applied

degrees, and feels their unique skills
and training can set them up for
success: “Stay focused and pull on
your ability to adapt, improvise, and
overcome any obstacle and you will
be successful.”
With over three decades of
experience across many aspects
of health care management, Tony
has a wealth of advice for those
who aspire to enter the profession.
He points out that healthcare
management is a dynamic field,
which means a commitment to
ongoing learning and development
is vital. “The ever-changing health
care environment will not wait
for you to catch up. You have

“The more you know, the better off you
and the organization will be...You have
to be a lifelong learner.”
at work: “Attending AIU enhanced
my time management skills,
because I had to study and complete
assignments. This also helped me
with multi-tasking and leading my
organization by being responsible
and accountable at all times,” he
said. His new credential also opened
additional opportunities to him,
ultimately leading to his current
role as CEO.
Earning his degree didn’t signal
the end of Tony’s education. In
addition to his AIU degree, he
completed programs at the
Leadership VA program, the Health
Care Leadership Development
Institute and the VA Management
Development Program. “The more
you know, the better off you and the
organization will be,” he said. “You
have to be a lifelong learner.”
Tony offers special encouragement
to men and women in the military
who are thinking about earning their

to be ready to adapt,” he said. A
willingness to further his education
and learn on the job have played
important roles in Tony’s success.
According to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS), the healthcare
management profession is growing
much faster than average, as
the substantial baby boomer
population grows older and
drives up the need for health and
wellness services. The field has a
lot of potential for someone with
an interest in the business side
of health care. Tony’s final tips are
useful for anyone in any field, and
his own career progression is
evident: “Embrace and respect your
position by being a servant leader
and lifelong learner. Seek out a
mentor or coach. Help others
achieve. Listen to your customers,
staff, and stakeholders. And be
humble and action-oriented.”

AIU cannot guarantee employment or salary. Career success will depend largely on the effort put into studies, job search efforts, experience and attitude. The
experience of this alumnus is not representative of all students. This graduate story is unique and may not represent typical experiences or outcomes for our
graduates. Graduates should expect to pursue entry-level opportunities in their chosen fields. For important information about the educational debut, earnings
and completion rates of students who attended this program, go to www.aiuniv.edu/disclosures.
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We believe strongly in the power of mentorship at AIU. Connecting alumni with new students in need of extra
support and motivation makes a profound influence — on the both alumnus and student. When we come
together as a university community to learn and grow from each other, the possibilities are proven endless.
Below, Tiffany and Angelia share what being a mentor has meant to them, and how the experience inspired
unforeseen growth and inspiration within themselves in the midst of guiding others.
To learn more about the program or apply to become an Alumni Mentor, visit the Alumni Association page
or email alumni@aiuniv.edu.

Tiffany Ly – Bachelor of Criminal Justice, 2015
What inspired you to get involved in the
Alumni Mentor Program?
My inspiration to get involved in the Alumni Mentor
Program was a great opportunity to help new students
that have joined the university and into this program.
I wanted to do something meaningful that would help
others in their personal and professional lives. I also
wanted to challenge myself to overcome my issue
with being shy.
Tell us a little about your current mentorship.
My mentee joined the program because she wanted
to be involved, to be a part of something that she can
learn from. She said that our mentorship gives her
motivation because she has someone to listen and
to talk to. My mentee also thanked me for being
supportive and hearing that makes me feel happy
that I made a good decision to become a mentor
by joining the AIU Alumni Mentoring Program.
What do you like best about being
an AIU Alumni Mentor?
The things I like best about being an AIU Alumni
Mentor are helping others, learning from each other,
and making a positive impact. I love sharing my
experiences, advice, and tips to help my mentees while
they are on their educational journey so they can be
successful. I love encouraging and supporting my
mentees. I love how they can share their personal
stories with me as if I am their friend.

with them. I hope to gain personal satisfaction to see
my mentees succeed because it is fulfilling to know that
I have contributed to their growth and development.
I hope to develop and enhance the skills that I already
have and expand my professional network.
What advice would you give someone considering
joining the alumni mentor program?
My advice for someone who is considering joining
the alumni mentor program as a mentee is to go for
it even if they do or do not have any personal issues.
They would benefit from the program by learning and
hearing stories about what the graduates have already
experienced on their educational journey. I would
encourage them to please join and help new students
if they love to help others or have free time on their
hands. I believe that helping others is what makes
our lives meaningful.
How has the mentor role contributed to your
personal and professional growth?
The mentor role has contributed to my personal growth
by getting me out of my comfort zone because I am a
shy person. I told myself that I should try to do this
and I finally had the courage to contact our AIU Alumni
Services Director, Kristy Kotek, in January 2017. Then,
my first mentorship began in April 2017 and I have had
3 mentees so far. The mentor role has contributed to my
professional growth by continuing my passion to help
others such as my fellow co-workers and enhancing
my communication skills.

After having the chance to be an AIU mentor,
what do you hope to gain from this experience?
I hope that I can create meaningful relationships with
my mentees to become friends after my mentorships
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Angelia Williams – Bachelor of Criminal Justice, 2017
What inspired you to get involved in the
Alumni Mentor Program?

After having the chance to be an AIU mentor,
what do you hope to gain from this experience?

I know what it was like to not have extra support aside
from the ones that are around you. My student advisor
helped pave my road when it got rocky. She pushed me
through. I look back and see what a difference it would
have made if I had that support in the beginning. I
wanted to get involved with students that wanted to
change their future to be successful in their dreams.
When they needed help with their struggles, I wanted to
be there so they didn’t have to do it alone. I want them
to see they have the ability within to be successful. They
have the courage inside them to continue when things
get rough.

What I hope to gain from this experience is not only help
others but gain enough trust from those I work with to
remain goods friends afterwards, and to be a part of
their lives. Watch them grow in their career
after graduation.

Tell us a little about your current mentorship

How has the mentor role contributed to
your personal and professional growth?

The mentorship I currently have has been amazing.
We have connected on a professional level. It took
a while to gain the trust but it is there now. We both
have learned several things we have in common which
have helped out a lot during our partnership
of traveling the road to success.
What do you like best about being
an AIU Alumni Mentor?

What advice would you give someone considering joining
the alumni mentor program?
The best advice I could give is to be open with
everything. Trust yourself enough to help others.
Be totally committed to the opportunity. Be comfortable
enough to step outside the comfort zone.

It has helped overcome my fear of talking to others.
Since I have become a mentor I use the phone more
to talk instead of emailing. It’s helped me to believe
in myself, to get out of my comfort zone, and to trust
others that are working with me. It’s also helped see
more than one side; to analyze every situation in a
different perspective

I like the chance of getting to know others. Being
a mentor I have met several different personalities.
I have seen different views on why they wanted to go
to college. Just having the chance to help and work with
others is the greatest thing.

Alumni Ambassadors have the opportunity to refer family, friends, co-workers and others in their
community to AIU. A personalized referral webpage is provided to each Ambassador to make referring
easy. By sharing the link, referees can complete an online form to jump start the process of becoming
an AIU student.
Along with referring, Ambassadors can volunteer to speak with individuals going through the university
admissions process who are interested in learning about the AIU experience from an alumnus. The
Ambassador and potential student are connected for a one-time conversation.
As a graduate, you have a unique experience and can inspire others to become a part of the AIU family!
Learn more about becoming an Alumni Ambassador by visiting the Alumni Association page or contact
alumni@aiuniv.edu.
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Career Advice from Alumni Peers
Reflecting on advice from others spurs you on and empowers you to take action. Hear from
four alumni who share how they have achieved success and growth while navigating their
careers over the years.
How did you get to the position you are today?
I have always chosen my career. I have never allowed
a career to choose me. My recommendation to anyone
that is just entering the job market is to always choose
a career that you’re passionate about. Your happiness
throughout life will depend on you choosing the right
career path. Search out your natural talents and grow
those talents. You will enjoy and excel in a career you
truly love. I have always had a passion for helping
people. Whether the help is given through my many
years of volunteer work or through the work I am paid
for. I have and still do love my career choices. A career
is like a friendship. It is earned over time. Yes, in most
cases, it means starting at the bottom and working your
way to top. It also means learning how to manage
your time.
– Dan Guinn, Substitute Teacher & Financial Planner

A combination of on the job training along with the skills
I learned from AIU’s MBA program. I always showed up
early and stayed late, never called off sick, and applied
myself 100% to every task I was assigned. I did not
depend on anyone to give me the position, I applied
myself in every way I could. I made a lot of mistakes
along the way but never gave up or lost enthusiasm.
Having a higher education is a competitive advantage.
My resume got me the interview and my life experience
and skills got me the position.
– Shane Lambert, Director of Operations

What strategies did you use to advance in your career?
Maturity, humility, and patience. Every day when I go
home I reevaluate conversations I had, decisions I made,
and people I talked to. I am always trying to find a way
to do these things better. Humility is very important
to learning and advancing. I have found it critical to
respect everyone – superiors, subordinates, vendors,
customers. On multiple occasions, this has come
back in a positive way for my career advancement.
-Shane Lambert, Director of Operations

I took on any and all opportunities that were presented
to me. For example: volunteer classes, certifications,
training, networking and team projects.

What steps have you taken to develop a strong
professional network? How has your network
supported your career?
I am an avid supporter of LinkedIn, as well as being
active with my Alumni Association. Additionally, I am
very involved in participation of seminars and webinars
presented by groups such as Small Business Association,
National Urban League, Illinois Employment Services,
and National Veterans Small Business Engagement.
– Le’Mon Bass, Senior Railroad Agent at Union Pacific Railroad

Networking has ensured my success in my past ventures
and continues to guarantee that success today. I am
connected to experts in their field on LinkedIn. I have a
binder that contains over 500 business cards that I have
collected over the years, and I have that many or more
names stored in my telephone. My next client is just a
phone call or a memo away.
– Dan Guinn, Substitute Teacher & Financial Planner

Outside of formal education, how do you continue
to learn as a professional?
I continue to earn the same high-level certifications that
all of my employees are required to receive before they
are able to work in a specific area within the Service
Department. Additionally, while I’m still a student at AIU,
now working towards my MBA, I listen to a lot of audio
books about management, entrepreneurialism, and
motivation. As an AIU Mentor, I have found that
students in need of help present other educational
opportunities that require me to help them solve
problems I have never been exposed to.
– Robert Mason, Field Service Operations Manager

There are some great books on leadership that I have
read. I also place equal emphasis on learning from two
different sources: my bosses or superiors and my
employees. I would go as far to say that I probably learn
more from my employees than anyone else. Those who
work for us have great ideas and see things that we
sometimes miss. Humility is key. Learning never ends
and it is very important to me to always have an open
mind to what others say and think.
– Shane Lambert, Director of Operations

– Le’Mon Bass, Senior Railroad Agent at Union Pacific Railroad
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How do you challenge yourself in your position?
I am always the first to volunteer to take on difficult
tasks, and I can’t remember the last time anyone
assigned those tasks to another employee. Also, I never
ask an employee to do something that I haven’t done,
am not willing to do, and I am always available to jump
into the trenches with them to provide supplemental
training and motivation. I constantly check the numbers

Le’Mon
Bass

in states where we are underperforming, and sell
preventive maintenance contracts, which generates
service revenue over time, and often leads to large
equipment sales contracts.
– Robert Mason, Field Service Operations Manager

I challenge myself by striving to master my tasks and
not merely to complete.

– Le’Mon Bass, Senior Railroad Agent at Union Pacific Railroad

Dan
Guinn

Shane
Lambert

Robert
Mason

Build your Alumni Network
It’s never too late to start connecting with your fellow AIU alumni. The best place to start is through the AIU Alumni
network on Linkedin. If you don’t already have a LinkedIn profile, you will want to create a complete one so you can
get started taking advantage of networking opportunities.
Explore options: See what AIU
alumni in your program, or other
programs, have accomplished
since graduation. Learn about
what’s possible!

Build relationships: Connect or
reconnect with classmates, and
reach out to alumni in your field.

Discover opportunities: From
having a conversation to mentoring,
your fellow alumni are often willing
to help. Learn from their industry
expertise and career journey.

Connect with your AIU Alumni at https://www.linkedin.com/in/aiualumniassociation

Personalized Career Coaching for Serious Professionals
Receive coaching to get you where you want to be with AIU’s Serious Advantage Career Series — a personalized
online career planning program. This online career preparations series is available to AIU Online alumni at no
additional cost.
Each five-week online course in the Serious Advantage Career Series goes above and beyond to help you:
Understand the job
market and learn how
to research companies

Network with
professionals in
your industry

Understand your
soft skills in order
to stand out

Create an effective
resume and social
media profiles

Serious Advantage Career Series Courses
Here’s what you can explore in each of the four five-week Serious Advantage Career Series courses:
Course 1
Create a career search
plan, identify your skill
sets, find out what
employers want and
learn how to overcome
obstacles in your path

Course 2
Get to know what
employers can offer
you by researching
companies, interviewing a
professional in your field
and understanding how
to market your soft skills

Course 3
Build your resume, cover
letter and social media
profiles with the help of
a professional certified
resume writer. You’ll also
practice how to answer
tough interview questions

Course 4
Find out how a
professional mentor
can help you grow your
career and discover the
career resources you
need to continue
moving forward

Reserve your spot for the Serious Advantage Career Series. Register at: CareerServices@aiuonline.edu
Please include your full name, student ID, degree program, phone,
mailing address, and email address in the registration email.
AIU cannot guarantee employment or salary.
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AIU in the Community
The university is
always eager to
lend a helping hand
through charitable
donations of funds,
supplies, or time.
As a part of our
ongoing commitment
to the community, AIU was an Official
Sponsor of School District 54’s Run to Read
5k in September of 2017. In addition to being
a sponsor, thirty-three staff members also
laced up to participate in the 5K race.
The Run to Read is a major fundraising
effort of School District 54’s SuperKids:
Powered by Books Committee. All proceeds
go towards their goal of collecting 1,000
children’s books for every classroom. We
were honored to support the district’s
educational program.

How do you support your community? Share your story with us
at alumni@aiuniv.edu. You could be selected to be featured in an
upcoming magazine to inspire others!

Dr. Bent-Jones Receives Award for Outstanding Service to the Community
The spirit of volunteerism is a
mechanism by which communities
thrive even in the midst of some
of the greatest of challenges.
Individuals who embark down
the road of service do so with the
outlook of supporting others in the
face of personal sacrifice. Being
a mother, educator, leader, and
community activist is exactly what
earned AIU Houston Learning
Center Director Dr. Nicole BentJones recognition from the
Jamaica Foundation of Houston
for Outstanding Service to the
Community.
Dr. Bent-Jones has found her desire
to be an active volunteer in the

Greater Houston Community
manifest by setting an example for
all those whom she interacts with
from all generational and cultural
groups. This dedication to the
advancement of others resonates
through her family and lives on
in the memory of her mother
who is honored with a memorial
scholarship, which is awarded from
the Jamaica Foundation of Houston.
It is our pleasure to recognize the
accomplishments of Dr. Bent-Jones
and the legacy she establishes in
our diverse community of Houston
and whole-heartedly thank her for
her steadfast dedication to making
the world a better place!
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New BBA Specialization in
Le Cordon Bleu® Hospitality Management!

Building on the long history of Le Cordon Bleu®
North America, we have collaborated to bring this
new specialization in Le Cordon Bleu Hospitality
Management to AIU’s Bachelor of Business
Administration degree program. This new option
went live in September, and developed collaboratively
by academic and industry professionals from AIU and
Le Cordon Bleu® North America.
This specialization combines the best of both worlds
— a business degree that is designed to provide an
education in core business foundations and
development of competencies applicable in a hospitality
management setting. The Le Cordon Bleu Hospitality
Management specialization introduces students to

concepts and practices related to event management,
food and beverage management, and food service
operations. Students will study the evolution of
gastronomy and oenology as an industry. Curriculum
for the specialization areas have been derived from
Le Cordon Bleu’s Culinary Arts and Hospitality
Management programs.This specialization will be
offered at all AIU campuses. Students enrolled into
the specialization in Atlanta and Houston may be
required to take courses online.
We are delighted to share this specialization. It is an
exciting step for AIU as we continue to enhance our
program portfolio.
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2017 Commencement Ceremonies
The university held a commencement ceremony near each campus location this past summer.
Over 1,400 graduates joined to have their degree conferred at a ceremony. Our students in Atlanta,
Houston and Chicago shared in the excitement of each other’s accomplishments. Their genuine
enthusiasm and pride radiates on graduation day as they reflect on the hard work and sacrifice
it took to get to that moment.

Atlanta

Chicago

Houston

The Atlanta ceremony was the
largest of the three with over 700
graduates registered to walk the
stage at the Georgia World
Congress Center on Friday, July 14th.
The evening before the ceremony a
private room at the Hard Rock Café
was reserved to welcome graduates
to the alumni association and
celebrate their success.

The Chicago graduation weekend
began on an inspiring note. The
alumni event was hosted at Pinstripes
Restaurant on Friday, August 3rd
where graduates had the opportunity
to take in the Chicago skyline while
socializing and enjoying the evening.

The Houston campus kicked off
their graduation celebration with
the alumni event at Churrasco’s
Restaurant. Commencement
followed on Friday, June 23rd at
First United Methodist Church
Houston-Westchase where 350
graduates were recognized. Ronald
Frieson, Board Chair, and President
of the Children’s Healthcare of
Atlanta Foundation and External
Affairs, presented the keynote
address to graduates, their guests
and the AIU administration.

Keynote speaker, Charlene Bendu
Dunbar, is not only the Owner/
Creative Director of Suakoko Betty,
a clothing brand inspired by modern
African design and a Business
Transformation Leader with
Kimberly-Clark Corporation, she
is an AIU alumnus. She earned a
Fashion Design & Marketing degree
from American Intercontinental
University in 2005.

With the backdrop of a glimmering
sun reflecting off the expansive Lake
Michigan, graduates and their guests
gathered at the Navy Pier Aon Grand
Ballroom the following morning for
the ceremony. Each guest was
initially captivated by the large lit
dome overhead and the panoramic
view of the lake. However, the stage
was quickly stolen when graduates
processed into the ballroom.
Keynote speaker, Wes Moore,
captivated the audience with his
story and message. He reminded the
audience what the day meant, and
how “Not a single person in this
beautiful building right now, not a
single one can tell a story about how
easy it was…We all stand together
with the wounds. We stand together
with the scars. And, we all stand
together prepared. We stand here
with the acknowledgement that it
was not easy but it was worth it.”

Congratulations to all of our 2017
graduates, and welcome to the
Alumni Association! In addition
to those who participated in a
commencement, there were
many more who proudly earned
their degree.

View Wes Moore’s speech in its entirety here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gVkj4RAf
9Ks&feature=youtu.be
Winter 2017 AIU INK
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Meet the Commencement Student Speakers
Each year an impressive number of inspiring heartfelt speeches are received from graduates.
It is an honor for a student to be selected to stand on stage and address their peers, academia,
and guests. Three graduating students delivered commencement speeches this year at our
ceremonies. Each shared a unique message and gave a glimpse into their story of
academic perseverance.

Houston Ceremony Speaker
Tiffany Delgado, Bachelor of Healthcare Management
“Whether you did this for your children, a loved one or yourself — know
that the power behind this degree is endless. If you decide to continue
your education and add a few degrees behind this one — may you do
so with the determination and support of those in this room. May you
accomplish all that you desire with these credentials proving your
tenacity and commitment. May you impact the life of someone.
Just. Like. You.”

Atlanta Ceremony Speaker
Antonio Newman Jr., Bachelor of Business Administration
“It’s been said that you become an expert in a particular subject, if
you are able to teach someone so that they understand the concept
as well. This is where our new challenge awaits us. Not only are we
becoming alumni of AIU, but we should challenge ourselves to become
alumni within the community; alumni of good character; alumni of
overcoming life’s obstacles... alumni of reaching achievements. And
then we should use our status to become better individuals... better
leaders within community and most importantly, better teachers.”

Chicago Ceremony Speaker
Samia Barakat, Bachelor of Business Administration
“For every time I felt like giving up, there was some voice telling me
not to. I have met through AIU single parents, parents who needed to
work, take care of their kids and complete their assignments on time,
or just ordinary individuals that life was knocking down. Let me tell
you this, you were my inspiration! For every time, I felt that I was
struggling, I was thinking about you. If you can do it, then I can do
it. So, thank you!
“Life is a journey! This graduation has already shown us what we are
capable of when we commit ourselves. I wish that each one of you get
the very best out of your life. No matter what path you choose, no
matter what your passion is, follow it with everything you have got.
Please think about this particular moment when you feel like not
accomplishing your future wishes. Remember, you are equipped
with the necessary tool, which is: ‘Believing in yourself.’”
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2017 Distinguished Alumni Award Recipient
Every year the university requests nominations from alumni for the Distinguished Alumni Award.
Recipients of this award are individuals who feel their AIU education has changed their lives. These
recipients have made significant contributions to their communities and are recognized achievers
in academic and professional realms. Given AIU’s emphasis on helping graduates prepare for
personal, professional and academic success, the Distinguished Alumni Award is a way of honoring
our alumni who exemplify the best we hope to achieve as an educational institution. The annual
recipient is invited to a commencement ceremony to be honored and receive the award.
week to make ends meet. Like many students, he
had family responsibilities as a husband and father
— raising small kids — while completing his AIU courses.
He also underwent other challenges, such as his father
experiencing a stroke as he neared his graduation day.
Fast forward to today: Al is a successful leader in
information technology. He was recently promoted
from the Director of Corporate Information Technology
to the Vice President of Corporate Information
Technology at American Express. Even though he is
employed at one of the fastest-growing companies in
Denver, he still believes in giving back to his community
and helping others.
Al serves as a Commissioner for the City and County of
Denver, Colorado. He is also a founding board member
for the Sims-Fayola Foundation which strives to improve
the life outcomes of urban males through establishing a
network of single-gender charter schools; partnering
with school districts and individual schools in school
design and professional development; and creating
original programming that directly addresses the
persistently stubborn issues threatening their success.

Aldwyn Gardner

This year’s recipient graduated from the University’s
Bachelor of Business Administration program in 2005
and Master of Business Administration program in 2013.
Aldwyn “Al” Gardner believes that his AIU education
has helped him achieve his goals by providing a solid
foundation of business principles needed to make
critical decisions. The degrees also gave him the
opportunity to be considered for leadership roles.
Al began his career in information technology as an
hourly cable puller, sometimes working 100 hours a

Additionally, he is a board member for the Sun Valley
Youth Center and the Senior Advisor for the Omega Psi
Phi Fraternity’s mentoring program: Omega Leadership
Academy. He also serves the Denver Public School
System on its equity task force.
Those who work beside him have recognized Al as an
irreplaceable asset and blessing to his community. He
has integrity, professionalism, and a genuine desire to
see his community thrive.
We are honored to have Al in the AIU family and we’re
happy to honor him with the 2017 Distinguished Alumni
Award. He is proof that we can always do more to
support others. Congratulations, Al!
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AIU Pride

Gear up with AIU Pride!
AIU’s new merchandise store was introduced this
summer. Students, alumni, and friends can now shop
at the new online store and show their AIU pride.
AIUGear.com features a variety of products with easy
ordering options. You are sure to find the AIU item
you are looking for!
• Over 300 products available

• Gift certificates are available for purchase

• Promotional offers every few weeks to get the
best deals

• Orders are produced on-demand and shipped
within 24 hours

• Brand name clothing lines; Adidas, Under Armour,
and Columbia

Check out thse items and take advantage of this
promotion by visiting AIUGear.com today.

Alumni Savings Program
If you like a good deal and haven’t registered for your
alumni savings, start taking advantage today. The
exclusive nationwide savings network allows you to
take advantage of discounts anywhere, at any time.
Discounts feature big savings from popular

restaurants, retailers, hotels, theme parks and so
much more. Use the mobile app for access to mobile
coupons or easily print coupons online.
Sign up and start saving now!
Use registration code AIUAlumni#.

Lady Leader, Entrepreneur, and Alumnus
If you are a Lady Leader looking
to reach your fullest personal and
professional potential, you need
to check out the work of Rachel
Green, AIU alumnus! Rachel
is a Master of Business
Administration graduate
and recently launched Leader
Ship Box, which is a quarterly
subscription box service that
combines professional
development and fashion into
one. Subscribers have access
to online quarterly Success
Calls (conference calls), virtual
workshops and book clubs, a
network of women, and benefits
from affiliate programs.

Conferences and workshops
feature powerhouse female
professionals, or Lady Leaders, in
the fields of beauty, fashion, tech,
marketing, healthcare and more.
The mission of Leader Ship Box is
to empower multicultural women
to make educated choices in
every aspect of their professional
and personal lives by supplying
affordable sources of literature
and access to virtual workshops
and career development
conferences. Congratulations,
on your success, Rachel!
www.shopleadershipbox.com
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AIU

®

Use LinkedIn, YouTube, Twitter and Facebook to build
your valuable AIU Alumni Association connections!
Contact Alumni@aiuniv.edu for more information.

AIU Alumni Association Mission
The mission of the AIU Alumni Association is to establish and strengthen a mutually beneficial relationship between AIU
and its alumni, provide opportunities for the professional, social and intellectual growth of its members and enhance
the stature of AIU by promoting its interests.

American InterContinental University cannot guarantee employment or salary. Not all programs are available to
residents of all states. Find employment rates, financial obligations and other disclosures at www.aiuniv.edu/disclosures.
© 2017 All Rights Reserved					
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